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Abstract—Drone cell (DC) is envisioned to enable the dynamic
service provisioning for radio access networks (RANs), in
response to the spatial and temporal unevenness of user traf-
fic. In this article, we propose a hierarchical deep reinforcement
learning (DRL)-based multi-DC trajectory planning and resource
allocation (HDRLTPRA) scheme for high-mobility users. The
objective is to maximize the accumulative network through-
put while satisfying user fairness, DC power consumption, and
DC-to-ground link quality constraints. To address the high uncer-
tainties of the environment, we decouple the multi-DC TPRA
problem into two hierarchical subproblems, i.e., the higher level
global trajectory planning (GTP) subproblem and the lower
level local TPRA (LTPRA) subproblem. First, the GTP sub-
problem is to address trajectory planning for multiple DCs in
the RAN over a long time period. To solve the subproblem, we
propose a multiagent DRL-based GTP (MARL-GTP) algorithm
in which the nonstationary state space caused by the multi-DC
environment is addressed by the multiagent fingerprint tech-
nique. Second, based on the GTP results, each DC solves the
LTPRA subproblem independently to control the movement and
transmit power allocation based on the real-time user traffic
variations. A deep deterministic policy gradient (DEP)-based
LTPRA (DEP-LTPRA) algorithm is then proposed to solve the
LTPRA subproblem. With the two algorithms addressing both
subproblems at different decision granularities, the multi-DC
TPRA problem can be resolved by the HDRLTPRA scheme.
Simulation results show that 40% network throughput improve-
ment can be achieved by the proposed HDRLTPRA scheme over
the nonlearning-based TPRA scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN FUTURE radio access networks (RANs), ubiquitous
network connectivity with guaranteed Quality of Service

(QoS) is expected by users anywhere at anytime. However,
highly dynamic and uneven distribution of terrestrial data traf-
fic poses great challenges to ensure the seamless network
connectivity, especially in high-mobility scenarios [1], [2].
Although densely deploying massive small cells can be a
potential solution, it is inefficient and costly for RAN opera-
tors due to the high idle probability of small cells deployed
for peak hours or remote areas [3]. To address the spatial and
temporal traffic unevenness in a cost-efficient way, drones,
also known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), equipped
with wireless communication modules are leveraged as drone
cells (DCs) to assist the future RAN. The deployment of DCs
can benefit future RAN in three aspects: 1) providing high-
quality DC-to-ground wireless links with higher Line-of-Sight
(LoS) probability than the terrestrial base station (BS)-to-
user links [4]; 2) enabling flexible deployment in response to
the spatial and temporal terrestrial traffic variations [5]; and
3) executing onboard computing tasks or algorithms for terres-
trial RAN [6], [7]. As a promising technology, the DC-assisted
RANs (DA-RANs) have attracted increasing research atten-
tions [8] and field tests [9]. The 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) is also initiating the standardization process of
seamlessly integrating UAV into future cellular networks [10].

In DA-RAN, DCs are dynamically deployed to serve users
in the uncovered areas of terrestrial RAN, and relay data
between users and BSs via DC-to-BS (D2B) links. The uncov-
ered areas include both the blind spots of terrestrial RAN’s
communication coverage and the bursty traffic spots (BTSs)
where terrestrial RAN resources are inadequate to support
the dense traffic (e.g., congested roads, a stadium with sports
events, etc.). Since the DA-RAN’s capability to address terres-
trial traffic variations is enabled by the dynamic deployment
feature of DCs, the DC trajectory planning problem, which
designs flying traces and movements of DCs to serve users,
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is essential for DA-RAN. Besides, given the trajectory of
each DC, the resource allocation strategy of each DC should
not only address the user mobility impacts but also adapt to
the varying deployment locations, which cannot be addressed
by conventional resource allocation schemes for statically
deployed RAN. Therefore, the DC resource allocation should
be jointly investigated with the DC trajectory planning, which
forms the DC trajectory planning and resource allocation
(TPRA) problem.

The DC TPRA problem has been studied by some pioneer
works with the objectives of improving given performance
metrics [11], [12], e.g., network throughput, QoS of users,
etc. In these nonlearning-based works, the terrestrial users
or uncovered areas are modeled as static nodes for each
TPRA process. Given the fixed user locations and known
traffic model, a deterministic TPRA decision for each DC,
which cannot adapt itself to traffic variations, is calculated
through optimization methods. The trajectory of each DC is
a closed curve composed of discrete 3-D locations. The DC
sequentially transverses each location and serves the associ-
ated users (covered areas) at scheduled time slots. If the user
locations or traffic patterns change significantly, replanning
and reallocation need to be executed. However, the deter-
ministic trajectory and static user model is only applicable
for fixed or low-mobility users with scheduled communica-
tions, e.g., data collection for massive Internet-of-Things (IoT)
devices [13]. To adapt the nonstatic environment, the learning-
based TPRA research leverages machine learning techniques
to make TPRA decisions for DCs according to environment
variations [14]. However, most of the existing works con-
sider scenarios with single DC, fixed number of users, single
BS communication coverage, or only designing the trajectory
without resource allocation [15]–[19]. When focusing on a
large RAN area with nonstatic users, the number of users is
spatiotemporal variant due to the high user mobility. Besides,
multiple DCs are required to cooperatively serve the ground
users, which involves potential mutual interference among
DCs. Therefore, it is still challenging to propose a learning-
based TPRA scheme in the general environment with multiple
DCs and the nonfixed number of high-mobility users over large
RAN areas.

In this article, we investigate the multi-DC TPRA problem
to serve high-mobility users (e.g., vehicular users) over large
RAN areas with multiple BSs. Considering the user fair-
ness, DC energy consumption, DC to user (D2U), and D2B
communication constraints, the multi-DC TPRA problem is
formulated as a constrained Markov decision process (CMDP)
aiming to maximize the long-term accumulative network
throughput over the large area. However, the multi-DC TPRA
problem is intractable for conventional deep reinforcement
learning (DRL)-based algorithms in the complex environment
due to the high spatiotemporal network dynamics and the inter-
DC interference. Therefore, we propose a hierarchical deep
reinforcement learning (HDRL)-based TPRA (HDRLTPRA)
scheme to decouple the highly complicated problem into
two hierarchical subproblems. The objective of the higher
level global trajectory planning (GTP) subproblem is to plan
global trajectories for multiple DCs by the RAN controller

to maximize the accumulated number of served users over a
large area and a long time period. The global trajectory deter-
mines the sequence of areas (e.g., BTSs) served by each DC.
Based on the global trajectory decision at each GTP step, the
lower level local TPRA (LTPRA) subproblem is addressed by
each DC independently to control real-time movement and
allocate resources within the predetermined area. To solve the
two subproblems in HDRLTPRA, a MARL-GTP algorithm
and a deep deterministic policy gradient-based LTPRA (DEP-
LTPRA) algorithm are, respectively, designed. Simulations
demonstrate that 40% improvement in terms of total network
throughput is achieved by the HDRLTPRA scheme in com-
parison with the nonlearning-based TPRA scheme. The main
contributions of this work are threefold.

1) We propose an effective multi-DC HDRLTPRA scheme
for high-mobility scenarios. In HDRLTPRA, the higher
level MARL-GTP algorithm addresses the complexities
caused by multiple DCs and long-term variations of
user distributions. The lower level DEP-LTPRA algo-
rithm addresses the real-time variations in the number
and locations of served users, with the state space con-
strained by the output of the higher level MARL-GTP
algorithm. This hierarchical DRL framework allows the
HDRLTPRA to converge to suboptimal TPRA solutions
with high probability.

2) To generate the global trajectories, we design the
MARL-GTP algorithm which implements fully coop-
erative multiagent DRL (MARL) to fit the multi-DC
environment. In specific, the multiagent fingerprints and
prioritized experience replay (PER) methods are applied
to design the hyper-parameters and neural network (NN)
in the MARL-GTP algorithm to address the nonstation-
ary environment and sparse rewards.

3) In response to the real-time user mobility, we design
the DEP-LTPRA algorithm executed by each DC inde-
pendently to adjust the real-time DC flying control and
resource (i.e., transmit power) allocation. In the DEP-
LTPRA algorithm, the DEP enables the TPRA over
continuous spaces. Besides, the complexity of DEP-
LTPRA’s input is reduced by mathematical analyses
of D2U communication, which further improves the
convergence performance.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The
related works are discussed in Section II. In Section III,
we introduce the system model. Then, the multi-DC TPRA
problem is formulated and decoupled into two hierarchical
subproblems in Section IV. In Section V, the HDRLTPRA
scheme is proposed with the higher level MARL-GTP algo-
rithm and the lower level DEP-TPRA algorithm. Real-world
scenario-based simulations are carried out in Section VI,
followed by conclusions in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

As the pioneer works of nonlearning-based DC TPRA
research, [11] and [20] define the initial TPRA problem
in which the DC periodically serves quasistatic terrestrial
users through a discrete 3-D trajectory. The nonlearning-based
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TPRA solution has been investigated in various scenarios,
including air-ground integrated communication assistance [21]
and IoT data collections [22]. To model the mobility and traf-
fic of terrestrial users, the well-developed network capacity
research for the cooperative mobile network is usually lever-
aged. For instance, Song et al. [23] in the first time derived
the scaling bound on cooperative network capacity, which is
recognized as the basis on the design of mobile networks,
particularly for highly mobile communications. The important
results founded in [24] show the tradeoff between commu-
nication and secrecy capacity, therefore to construct optimal
secure network codes for cooperative mobile networks. The
nonlearning-based DC TPRA is generally jointly optimized
with other impact factors, such as DC power consumption [25],
DC altitude and speed [26], number of DCs [13], etc. Although
the discrete trajectory and quasistatic user models simplify the
optimization process, the accuracy of the TPRA solutions is
inevitably decreased.

To address the nonstationary environment with model-free
methods, the learning-based approaches are proposed for the
DC TPRA problem. Most learning-based TPRA works use the
DRL framework, where the DC takes TPRA actions according
to the observed environment state, and then receives reward
in each step. The policy of choosing TPRA actions is updated
step by step to reach the convergence, with the objective
of maximizing the long-term accumulative reward. In [15],
the deterministic policy gradient (DPG) learning method is
leveraged in single DC trajectory planning to maximize user
throughput. A DRL-based interference-aware trajectory plan-
ning scheme is proposed for single DC in [16], which achieves
low D2U latency and high throughput. Lu et al. [17] designed
a relay scheme of single DC, which integrates both Q-learning
and DRL to minimize both bit error rate of relayed signal and
the DC power consumption. Considering the multi-DC sce-
nario, a decentralized DRL framework is proposed in [18] to
solve multi-DC trajectory design problem based on a sense-
and-send protocol. Given the power consumption constraints
of DC, Liu et al. [19] designed a DRL-based energy-efficient
trajectory planning method for fair communication coverage
of multiple DCs. In [27], the DRL-based computation tasks
offloading is proposed for DC assisted IoT scenario. Although
various impact factors are considered by existing DRL-based
TPRA research, the multi-DC environment, nonfixed user
number and locations, as well as the joint TPRA of DC have
never been considered simultaneously. In this work, we will
propose the HDRLTPRA scheme to solve the multi-DC TPRA
problem in high-mobility scenarios.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. DA-RAN Scenario

Fig. 1 shows the DA-RAN scenario where two DCs embed-
ded on rotary-wing drones are released by the DA-RAN to
serve high-mobility users (e.g., vehicular users) over a large
area. In this work, we consider downlink transmissions in
DA-RAN where DCs relay data from BS to their served
users using additional spectrum resources. Define the DA-
RAN scenario as G whose area is large enough to contain

Fig. 1. System model.

multiple BSs. For example, G can be a university campus
with its affiliated regions. In the DA-RAN scenario G, denote
B = {b1, b2, . . . , b|B|} as the set of BSs with cardinality |B|,
and D = {d1, d2, . . . , d|D|} as the set of DCs with cardinality
|D|. The communication coverage of each BS b ∈ B is mod-
eled as a hexagon area with a circumscribed circle radius Rb.
The blue and yellow areas in the right side of Fig. 1 represent
the coverage of two BSs, respectively. The communication
coverage of each DC d ∈ D is also a hexagon area with a
circumscribed circle radius Rd, as shown in the left side of
Fig. 1. To simplify the environment for DC trajectory plan-
ning, we evenly divided the whole scenario into a hexagon
mesh where the size of each unit hexagon (unit) equals one
DC’s communication coverage. The global trajectory of each
DC is therefore defined as the sequence of units served by it.
Within each unit among one DC’s global trajectory, the DC
can dynamically adjust its movement according to the ground
traffic variation in the unit, which forms the local trajectory of
the DC. To avoid possible collisions and interference among
DCs, we define that each unit only allows at most one DC
to fly over it. Denoting each unit as g, we can redefine G

as a set G = {g1, g2, . . . , g|G|} with the cardinality |G|. The
communication coverage of BS b is further modeled as a set
Gb = {gb . . . } containing multiple units covered by BS b. Note
that Gb ∩ Gb̄ ≥ ∅ ∀b �= b̄ due to the coverage overlapping of
adjacent BSs.

Because of the high-mobility feature, the total numbers and
locations of users in the whole scenario G are random variables
that change over time. Define the decision step t with length δt,
during which both DCs and high-mobility users can only move
within sufficiently small ranges with negligible effects on the
network performance. The locations of each DC d and each
user u at step t are represented by zd(t) = (xd(t), yd(t), hd(t))
and (xu(t), yu(t)), respectively, where (xd, yd, hd) and (xu, yu)
are 3-D and 2-D Cartesian coordinates, respectively. All users
served by DC d at step t form a set Ud(t) with the cardi-
nality (number of users) |Ud(t)|, and all users in unit g at
step t is represented by the set Ug(t) with the cardinality
|Ug(t)|. Since we mainly address users’ high-mobility issue
in this work, we assume all users are running the same type
of services with homogeneous downlink data traffic patterns
and bandwidth requirements.
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B. DC Communication Model

The state-of-the-art D2U and D2B channel models are used
to indicate the high LoS probabilities of both D2U and D2B
links. According to [28], the average D2U path loss (dB) is
calculated by

PL
du(rdu(t), hd(t)) = 20 log

(
4π fc

c

√
hd(t)2 + rdu(t)2

)

+ Prlosηlos + (1 − Prlos)ηnlos (1)

where rdu(t) (m), hd(t) (m), fc (Hz), and c (m/s) are D2U hori-
zontal distance, DC flying height, carrier frequency, and speed
of light, respectively. Let Prlos denote the LoS probability,
calculated from

Prlos = 1

1 + a exp
(
−b arctan

(
hd(t)
rdu(t)

)
+ ab

) . (2)

In (1) and (2), a, b, ηlos, and ηnlos are all environment-based
constants.

The D2B channel is naturally modeled as LoS channel with
environment-based offsets [29]. The D2B path loss (dB) is
calculated by

PL
db(rdb(t), hd(t)) = 10α log(rdb(t)) + η0

+ A

(
arctan

(
hd(t)

rdb(t)

)
− θ0

)

× e

⎛
⎝ θ0−arctan

(
hd(t)
rdb(t)

)

B

⎞
⎠

(3)

where rdb(t) represents the D2B horizontal distance, A the
excess path-loss scalar, α the terrestrial path-loss exponent,
θ0 the angle offset, η0 the excess path-loss offset, and B the
angle scalar. The 850-MHz LTE band is used in (3) [29].
Both (1) and (3) are large-scale path-loss models. Since this
work mainly investigates the impact of user mobility on the
environment complexity, the small-scale channel shadowing
and fading are not involved for analysis simplicity.

To prevent interference between DCs, we assume all DCs
are assigned with orthogonal spectrum resources with the same
total bandwidth BD. Since the users are homogeneous in terms
of their bandwidth requirement, to ensure user fairness, the BD

of each DC is evenly shared by all its associated users with
a maximal per user bandwidth constraint bU . Denote DC d’s
downlink transmit power to user u at step t by Pdu(t), the
downlink throughput of user u at step t is calculated by

cdu(t)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

bU log2

(
1 + Pdu(t)β

−1
du (rdu(t),hd(t))
σ0bU

)
, bU ≤ BD|Ud(t)|

BD|Ud(t)| log2

(
1 + Pdu(t)β

−1
du (rdu(t),hd(t))

σ0BD/|Ud(t)|
)

, otherwise

(4)

where βdu(rdu(t), hd(t)) = 10PL
du(rdu(t),hd(t))/10 is the power

attenuation coefficient and σ0 is the spectral density of noise
power.

Although the total bandwidth resource is assumed to be
evenly shared by users of the DC, the achieved throughput of

each user is still uneven due to different D2U 3-D distances
and different transmit power levels allocated by the TPRA
strategies. We apply Jain’s fairness index [30] to measure the
throughput fairness between all users served by one DC d at
step t

md(t) =
(∑

u∈Ud(t) cdu(t)
)2

|Ud(t)|∑u∈Ud(t) cdu(t)2
(5)

where md(t) ∈ [1/n, 1]. The fairness level between users
increases as the fairness index md(t) increases.

C. DC Power Consumption Model

The limited total battery energy of each DC Ed is mainly
consumed by three parts, i.e., the computation energy, data
transmission energy, and propulsion energy. The computa-
tion energy enables the signal processing and computation
functions on DC, which is relatively much smaller than the
communication and propulsion energy. Without loss of gener-
ality, we ignore the computation energy consumption in this
work. Denote Pd(t) as the total transmit power of DC d at
step t

Pd(t) =
∑

u∈Ud(t)

Pdu(t). (6)

The propulsion power energy is used to keep the DC aloft
and adjust the movements. For a rotary-wing DC flying with
speed vd(t) at step t, the propulsion power consumption can
be modeled as [31]

Pprop
d (t) = Pb

(
1 + 3vd(t)2

Vtip
2

)
+ PiVh

vd(t)
+ D0S0ρA0vd(t)3

2

(7)

where Pb and Pi are DC’s blade profile power and induced
power in hovering state, respectively, Vtip denotes the tip speed
of the rotor blade, Vh is the mean rotor induced velocity in
hovering state, D0, S0, ρ, and A0 are the fuselage drag ratio,
rotor solidity, air density, and rotor disc area, respectively.

Define the service endurance Td as the DC’s continuously
flying time from fully charged state to energy depletion, we
have

Td∑
t=1

(
Pd(t) + Pprop

d (t)
)
δt ≤ Ed. (8)

For TPRA task conducted over long time period T > Td,
it is impossible for the DC to keep active with its limited
battery capacity. In this article, we assume all DCs can fly
back to the associated BSs to charge their batteries, with the
same charging speed denoted by pcrg Joule per step t. The
DCs in charging state cannot serve any users. In the following
sections, we use ed(t) to denote the remaining battery energy
of DC d at step t:

ed(t) = Ed

+
t∑

τ≤t

[
pcrgζ(τ ) − (

Pd(τ ) + Pprop
d (τ )

)
δt(1 − ζ(τ ))

]
.

(9)

ζ(τ ) = 1 when DC d is charging at step τ , otherwise ζ(τ ) = 0.
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IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, the multi-DC TPRA problem is formulated
first, then decoupled into the higher level GTP subproblem
and the lower level LTPRA subproblem.

A. Multi-DC TPRA Problem

The objective of the multi-DC TPRA problem is maximiz-
ing the accumulative network throughput over time period T ,
by choosing the appropriate TPRA decisions for each DC d at
each step t to serve high-mobility users in DA-RAN scenario
G. Since the highly dynamic and uncertain user distributions
over the scenario G can be assumed to evolve in an ergodic
way, we can model the multi-DC TPRA problem as an MDP.

A typical MDP is denoted by a tuple (𝓢,A, W, P), in which
𝓢 is the state space, A is action space, W := 𝓢 × A → R

is the reward function, and P := 𝓢 × A × 𝓢 → R is state
transition probability. Denote the user distribution status in
G at step t by U(t), we define the system state at step t as
S(t) = [U(t), Z(t), E(t)]. Z(t) is the set of all DCs’ locations
at step t, and E(t) is the set of all DCs’ remaining energy at
step t. We denote all DCs’ trajectory planning decisions and
resource allocation decisions at each step t by Az(t) and Ar(t),
respectively. The system action at step t can be represented
by A(t) = (Az(t), Ar(t)). The state transitions from step t to
t + 1 are updated by three components. The first component
is the user distribution status change U(t) → U(t + 1), which
depends on the highly dynamic and uncertain environment.
The second component is all DCs’ trajectories updates Z(t +
1) = Z(t)+Az(t) by taking action Az(t). The third component
is the remaining energy updates depend on both TPRA actions.
Define the time-invariant stationary policy mapping from any
state S ∈ 𝓢 to any action A ∈ 𝓪 as �(S, A). We aim to find
the optimal policy �∗ to maximize the long-term expectation
of average network throughput. Therefore, we formulate the
multi-DC TPRA problem, which can be regarded as a CMDP,
as follows:

max
�

E

⎡
⎣ lim

T→∞
1

T

T∑
t=1

D∑
d=1

Ud(t)∑
u

cdu(S(t))

∣∣∣∣�
⎤
⎦ (10)

s.t. ed(t) ≥ 0 ∀d, t (10a)

md(t) = 1 ∀d, t (10b)

PL
DB(rdb(t), hd(t)) ≤ γDB ∀d, t (10c)

Ud(t) ∩ Ud̄(t) = ∅ ∀d �= d̄, t (10d)

vd(t) < Vmax ∀d, t. (10e)

In (10), γDB denotes the maximal allowed D2B large-scale
path loss which ensures the D2B link quality. Equation (10a)
is the remaining energy constraint of each DC. Equations (10b)
and (10c) are user fairness constraint and D2B link qual-
ity constraint for each DC at each step t, respectively.
Equation (10d) ensures multiple DCs do not have coverage
overlap to improve DC utilization efficiency. Equation (10e)
is the DCs’ maximal flying speed constraint.

Considering massive high-mobility users over the large area
G, the size of state space S for �(S, A) is tremendous, which
is infeasible for simple DRL-based algorithm to solve. To

address the complexity, the hierarchical DRL framework is
leveraged which decouples the problem into multiple subprob-
lems with smaller state space 𝓢 ⊂ S, then solves the whole
problem by solving all subproblems iteratively. In this article,
we decouple the multi-DC TPRA problem into two hierarchi-
cal subproblems, i.e., the multi-DC GTP subproblem, and the
single DC LTPRA subproblem.

B. Multi-DC GTP Subproblem

Note the fact that although the real-time user distribution
varies dynamically over different time steps, the number of
users within each unit |Ug(t)| changes little between adja-
cent steps, since most users’ moving range within one step t
cannot exceed the unit area. On the other hand, the |Ug(t)|
varies smoothly over a long time period T (e.g., the number
of vehicles within one road segment at peak hours and normal
hours over one day time). These long-term trends of different
units should be learned by the trajectory planning algorithm
to determine global trajectories for DCs.

In this work, we denote each DC d’s global trajectory by
zr

d(tr). The global trajectory zr
d(tr) determines the unit g at

which the DC is designed to fly over and serve users at GTP
step tr. The length of each GTP step δr is longer than δt,
since the user number statistic in each unit varies slower than
the exact locations of users. Define the average number of
users in unit g ∈ G over GTP step tr as Ug(tr), the system
state for multi-DC GTP subproblem is represented by sr(tr) =
[Ug(tr), zr(tr), E(tr)]. Ug(tr) is the set of all Ug(tr), zr(tr) is
the set of all DCs’ global trajectory locations (assigned units)
at GTP step tr, and E(tr) is the set of all DCs’ remaining
battery energy at GTP step tr. Although the statistic data Ug(tr)
average the random bursts of user traffic over short step t, the
long-term uncertainties and dynamics of the user traffic are
kept in 𝓼r, which still requires the DRL-based algorithm to
address. In the next GTP step (tr + 1), we define that the DC
can only move to one of the six neighbor units or remain in
its current unit. Therefore, the system action ar(tr) ∈ 𝓪r is
composed of D units selected from the seven potential units
of each DC, respectively. The state transitions are updated by
the mean user number variations Ug(tr) → Ug(tr + 1), the
DC location update zr(tr + 1) = zr(tr) + ar(tr), as well as
the remaining energy update by reducing Er

δ Joule at each tr.
The Er

δ is calculated by (Edδr/Td), which constrains the total
energy consumption (consumed by LTPRA actions) of each
DC within one GTP step period. Since we assume all users
are homogeneous with a constant data traffic rate, the objective
of (10), is equivalent to maximizing the long-term expectation
of the average number of served users. Let Ud(tr) denote the
average number of users served by DC d at GTP step tr. Then,
the multi-DC GTP subproblem can be formulated as a CMDP

max
π r

E

⎡
⎣ lim

T→∞
1

T

T∑
tr=1

D∑
d=1

Ud(tr)

∣∣∣∣π r

⎤
⎦ (11)

s.t. er
d(tr) ≥ 0 ∀d, tr (11a)

g(d, tr) ∈ Gb ∀d, tr (11b)

g(d, tr) �= g
(
d̄, tr

) ∀gk, d �= d̄, tr (11c)
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where π r is the stationary policy mapping from sr ∈ 𝓼r to ar ∈
𝓪r. g(d, tr) denotes the unit g served by DC d at GTP step
tr. Equation (11a) indicates the nonnegative remaining battery
energy. For T ≥ Td, (11a) can be guaranteed by charging the
DC at its associated BS periodically. Equation (11b) represents
that the DC can only serve units within the communication
of its associated BS. For (11c), each unit cannot be served
by multiple DC simultaneously, which prevents the potential
collisions and interference.

Note that the DC is able to adapt its antenna or beam direc-
tions to keep covering all users in gk(tr) during each GTP
step tr. Given the fixed communication coverage (one unit) at
each GTP step tr, the optimal DC flying height hopt

d (tr) max-
imizing D2U throughput can be calculated according to [13].
Therefore, we assume that the optimal flying height of DC
hopt

d (tr) within each GTP step tr is known a priori, which
simplifies the state and action space for the single DC LTPRA
subproblem.

C. Single DC LTPRA Subproblem

Given the GTP result g(d, tr) at each GTP step tr, each
DC d independently solves the single DC TPRA subprob-
lem within its communication coverage g(d, tr) at each step t.
Although the decision step is as short as t to capture the real-
time user mobility patterns, the complexity of state space 𝓼l

d
and action space 𝓪l

d are both reduced due to the small serving
area (one unit) and single DC decision (no joint action space of
multiple DCs). For each DC d, the state at step t is represented
by sl

d(t) = [Ud(t), zl
d(t), el

d(t)], where Ud(t) is the status of
served users, zl

d(t) is the DC location, and el
d(t) ∈ [0, Er

δ] is
the remaining energy. The action at step t al

d(t) is composed
of trajectory planning action and resource allocation action.
Therefore, the state transitions from t to t + 1 are determined
by the user distribution variations, trajectory planning actions,
and energy consumption by TPRA actions. With the objective
of maximizing the expectation of average DC throughput, we
formulate the single DC LTPRA subproblem for each DC d
as follows:

max
π l

d

E

⎡
⎣ lim

T→∞
1

T

T∑
t=1

Ud(t)∑
u

cdu

(
sl

d(t), al
d(t)

)∣∣∣∣π l
d

⎤
⎦ (12)

s.t. (10a)−(10c), (10e) (12a)

π l
d is the LTPRA stationary policy maps sl

d ∈ 𝓼l
d to al

d ∈ 𝓪l
d.

V. HIERARCHICAL DRL-BASED TRAJECTORY PLANNING

AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION SCHEME

In this section, we first propose the HDRLTPRA scheme to
decouple the multi-DC TPRA problem in a hierarchical way.
Then, the MARL-GTP algorithm for higher level subproblem,
and the DEP-LTPRA algorithm for lower level subproblem are
introduced, respectively.

A. HDRLTPRA Scheme

Considering the unknown transition probabilities, and the
large state spaces due to highly dynamic and uncertain user

Fig. 2. Architecture of HDRLTPRA scheme.

mobility, DRL-based algorithms are required to solve the
two subproblems. To integrate DRL algorithms for differ-
ent subproblems to solve the multi-DC TPRA problem, we
apply the hierarchical DRL framework [32] and propose the
HDRLTPRA scheme, as shown in Fig. 2.

The proposed HDRLTPRA scheme has two levels. The
MARL-GTP algorithm is executed on higher level which
addresses the multi-DC GTP subproblem. The higher level
agent interacts with the high-mobility environment in a low-
frequency rate, and observes the statistic user data, i.e., average
user number within each unit in GTP step tr, as the input state.
The extrinsic reward received by higher level agent is the aver-
age number of users served by all DCs in the current GTP step.
The output actions of higher level agent are units to be served
by every DC in the next GTP step.

The lower level of HDRLTPRA is composed of multiple
agents executing the DEP-LTPRA algorithms to address the
single DC LTPRA subproblem. Each DC acts as one agent
and executes the DEP-LTPRA algorithm independently. The
GTP result received from higher level agent constrains the
movement and serving a range of the lower level agent within
one unit, which allows the DEP-LTPRA algorithm to deter-
mine TPRA decisions in response to the real-time environment
variations in the local unit. The intrinsic reward is obtained by
each DC independently from interacting with the environment,
which is defined as the total achieved throughput by DC over
the currently served unit.

The higher level and lower level agents are designed to
be “offline trained” first, then “online operated” by the RAN
or DCs in real-time after reaching convergence. The train-
ing phase can only be stopped after all agents in higher
and lower levels reach their convergence. In real implemen-
tations, the higher level agent is implemented in the central
controller of the DA-RAN to collect global data over the
whole scenario and interact with multiple DCs. The bene-
fits of this centralized solution are threefold: first, considering
the limited computing resources on each drone cell, shifting
the GTP tasks to the RAN side can save more computing
resources for running the DEP-LTPRA algorithm. Second, the
centralized MARL-GTP algorithm can prevent complex data
exchange and communication processes among physical drone
cells, which simplifies the system and reduces delay caused
by interdrone-cell data exchanges. Third, with the global user
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traffic collected by the RAN server over the whole DA-RAN
scenario, the performance of the MARL-GTP algorithm can be
promoted. Each lower level agent is implemented on individual
DC and receives higher level GTP results via D2B communi-
cations. To increase the ubiquity of the trained lower level NN
and simplify the system design, the DEP-LTPRA algorithm
just trains one NN suitable for all units, and implements the
NN to all DCs.

B. MARL-GTP Algorithm

Given the discrete action spaces of the higher level GTP
subproblem, the deep Q-network (DQN) can be used to solve
the subproblem with fast convergence. However, since the
GTP subproblem considers multiple DCs, the dimension (size)
of the joint action space |𝓪r| = 7D increases exponentially
as DC number D increases. To prevent the “curse of dimen-
sionality” for action space in the multi-DC environment, the
MARL is used in the MARL-GTP algorithm. MARL has been
widely applied to solve the high-dimensional joint action space
issue in existing works [33], [34]. By implementing sepa-
rate DRL algorithms in each agent, the global convergence
is approximated through each agent’s learning based on its
own observation and the intercommunications between agents.
In the MARL-GTP algorithm, we apply the fully cooperative
MARL that all agents jointly maximize the global accumu-
lative reward. Each DC is implemented with an identical
DQN as the learning agent. Detail designs of the MARL-GTP
algorithm are listed as follows.

1) Action Design: The joint action space of multiple DCs
is decoupled into multiple local action spaces for different
agents. The local action for each agent is ar

d(tr), which is
an integer between [0, 6]. ar

d(tr) = 0 indicates the DC hov-
ers above current unit in the next step, otherwise the DC is
assigned to the corresponding neighbor units. Since the fly-
ing speeds and transmit powers of DCs are not controlled by
GTP, ar

d(tr) contains no action related to DC energy consump-
tion. The er

d(tr) is updated by directly reducing Er
δ at each

GTP step. For the charging process, we assume that the DC
keeps charged during the whole charging GTP step and the
step period δr is long enough for the DC to be fully charged.

2) State Design: According to Section IV-B, the set of aver-
age user numbers in all g ∈ G at GTP step tr, Ug(tr), is used
as the state component to represent user distribution changes.
This design is realistic since the DA-RAN’s central controller,
in which the MARL-GTP algorithm is implemented, can col-
lect the data over the whole scenario. For each DC associated
with BS b, we use the subset U

b
g(d, tr) ⊂ Ug(tr), which is the

set of average user numbers in all g ∈ Gb, as the state compo-
nent to reduce complexity due to constraint (11b). The ID of
currently served unit g(d, tr) by the DC is involved in the state
to indicate current DC location. The ID of unit where the asso-
ciated BS is located gb and the remaining battery energy level
er

d(tr) are also involved in the state for DC charging behavior.
By involving all above designs, the state vector for one agent

in MARL-GTP algorithm is represented by

sr
d =

[
U

b
g(d, tr), g(d, tr), gb, er

d(tr)
]
. (13)

In case where the dimension of U
b
g(d, tr) is too large, the

“dimension spread” technique is applied to the last three ele-
ments in sr

d by duplicating them for multiple times, which
balances the input weights of different factors.

3) Reward Design: At each step, the summation of
Nk(d, tr) from all DCs is feedback to every DCs as step reward
Wr(tr). On the other hand, to promote the low-power DC fly-
ing back to BS for charging, a punishment reward is applied
for low-power DC whose value is proportional to the hori-
zontal D2B distance. The general expression of step reward is
denoted by

Wr(tr)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑D
d=1 Ud(tr),

er
d(tr)
Er

δ
> |rdb(tr)|∑D

d=1 Ud(tr) − wr
pun|rdb(tr)|, er

d(tr)
Er

δ
≤ |rdb(tr)|

Wr
charge, er

d(tr) = |rdb(tr)| = 0
−wr

pun|rdb(tr)|, er
d(tr) = 0, |rdb(tr)| �= 0

(14)

where −wr
pun is the punishment reward constant, |rdb(tr)| is

the normalized D2B horizontal distance equals the minimal
number of units to be traversed from the DC to the BS. Wr

charge
is the charging reward granted by reaching the BS for charging
when er

d(tr) = 0.
4) Priority Experience Replay: The punishment reward

in (14) can be regarded as the “reward sharing” [35] tech-
nique to promote the agent leaning sparse behaviors with high
reward (e.g., Wr

charge). To further increase the probability of
those high-reward sparse behavior being learned, the prior-
ity experience replay (PER) technique [35] is applied into the
MARL-GTP algorithm. Instead of randomly choosing experi-
enced state-action pairs in the buffer, the PER stores the past
experience in a priority tree, where the state-action pairs with
higher step rewards have higher probability to be chosen for
learning.

5) Multiagent Fingerprint: In MARL, the convergence is
hard to be ensured since the movements of other agents break
the environment of each agent into nonstationary [33]. In [33],
the nonstationary environment issue in MARL is solved by the
multiagent fingerprint technique, which involves the abstracted
state information of other agents into each agent’s state design.

Apart from the step IDs of other agents suggested by [33],
we also involve a neighbor DC indicator vector od =
[o1, o2, . . . , o6] into state design. od contains six elements rep-
resenting the neighboring DCs’ status in the six neighbor units
of the DC. Each element in od equals one when its represented
unit is occupied by other DC in next GTP step, otherwise
the element equals zero. Compared with directly listing all
DCs’ locations in the state, the od limits the state nonsta-
tionary caused by other DCs’ movements within six binary
dimensions, which highly simplifies the space complexity.

To use od, an interagent information exchange process must
be executed by all agents in each step, as shown in Fig. 3. In
the controller, each agent sequentially takes GTP actions, then
the remaining agents keep updating their vector od according
to previous agents’ actions, and use the latest one in their
turns to determine the action. Note that agent 1 in Fig. 3 has
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Fig. 3. Interagent information exchange.

no constraint from other DC in its action chosen, while the
last agent is constrained by all previous DCs. Such unfairness
between state and action spaces of different agents can lead
to the “lazy agent problem” [33], i.e., the agent with the most
constraints becomes inactive to prevent affecting other agents
performance. To overcome the “lazy agent problem,” a simple
round robin rule is applied to iteratively select the head agent
for the interagent information exchange process at each step.

Leveraging the multiagent fingerprint technique, we revise
the state design for MARL-GTP as

sr
d =

[
U

b
g(d, tr), od, g(d, tr), gb, er

d(tr), tr
]
. (15)

In the above equation, we can directly use the current step ID
tr as fingerprint because the MARL-GTP algorithm defines
no break behaviors over the episode T , therefore, all DCs can
complete each step simultaneously. Algorithm 1 shows the
details of the MARL-GTP algorithm within one episode.

C. DEP-LTPRA Algorithm

Given the unit gk(d, tr) decided by the higher level MARL-
GTP algorithm at GTP step tr, we propose the DEP-LTPRA
algorithm for each DC to serve all users within gk(d, tr) over
one GTP step period δr. To promote the accuracy of LTPRA
results, we allow the DC to choose TPRA actions from a
continuous action space, which is enabled by the DEP DRL
technique. We specify the DEP-LTPRA algorithm with the
following designs.

1) Action Design: According to Section III-B, the DC has
two types of actions to increase the total achieved through-
put, i.e., the transmit power control action, and the trajectory
planning action. Considering the high mobility of users, the
number of users within the served unit can change with each
step t. Since the variable action and state dimensions are not
supported by any DRL frameworks, it is hard and inefficient
to directly allocate transmit power at the per-user level by
the DEP-TPRA algorithm. Therefore, in this work, we define
the amount of total transmit power Pd(t) at each step t as the
transmit power control action. Given Pd(t), we apply a sim-
ple fair power allocation mechanism for all served users in
step t, which ensures strict per-user throughput fairness with
md(t) = 1. Specifically, the power allocated to each user u is

Algorithm 1 MARL-GTP Algorithm
1: Initialize the replay buffer Mr(d) with size |Mr(d)| for

each DC.
2: Initialize the evaluation DQN Qe

d(s
r
d, ar

d|θe
d) with random

parameters θe
d for each DC.

3: Initialize the target DQN Qt
d(s

r
d, ar

d|θ t
d) with random

parameters θ t
d for each DC.

4: Initialize ε(d) = 1, tr = 0
5: for each episode do
6: for each tr do
7: for d ∈ D do
8: Update od with other DCs’ actions.
9: Choose ar

d(tr) from sr
d(tr) using ε-greedy.

10: if take ar
d(tr) violating (12a) then

11: ar
d(tr) = 0.

12: end if
13: Take ar

d(tr), obtain reward Wr(tr) according to
(14), observe next state sr

d(tr + 1).
14: Store the transition(

sr
d(tr), ar

d(tr), Wr
d(tr), sr

d(tr + 1)
)

in Mr(d).
15: Sample a training-batch from Mr(d).
16: Calculate

(
sr

d(tr), ar
d(tr)

)
’s target Q value:

yr
d(tr) = Wr

d(tr) + γ max
ar

d

Qt
d

(
sr

d(t + 1), ar
d

∣∣θ t
d

)
.

17: Perform gradient decent on θe
d to minimize:[

yr
d(tr) − Qe

d

(
sr

d(tr), ar
d(tr)

∣∣θe
d

)]2

18: if mod (tr, N) = 0 then
19: θ t

d = θe
d .

20: ε(d) = ε(d) − εdecay

21: end if
22: end for
23: Round robin the order of DCs in inter-agent

information exchange.
24: end for
25: end for

calculated by

Pdu(t) = Pd(t)βdu(t)∑
u∈Ud(t) βdu(t)

. (16)

The choice of Pd(t) is dependent on the current number of
users being served, as well as the total available energy within
one GTP step period δr.

2) State Design: Given the fixed flying height hopt
d (tr)

defined in Section III-B, the trajectory planning action of the
DC is determining its horizontal flying speed vd(t). We repre-
sent vd(t) by two components (vx

d(t), vy
d(t)) along x and y-axis

in the action space. Define the maximal speed of both com-
ponents as Vc

max = Vmax/
√

2, the values of vx
d(t) and vy

d(t)
are selected between [−Vc

max, Vc
max]. Therefore, the trajectory

action space of a DC is defined as a horizontal 2-D square
centered at DC’s current location with diagonal length 2Vmax.
In general, the output action of the DEP-LTPRA algorithm is
represented as

al
d(t) = [

vx
d(t), vy

d(t), Pd(t)
]
. (17)
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Considering the variant numbers of users at each step, state
sl

d(t) has to be designed with a fixed number of dimensions
instead of using all users’ locations. To find a properer state
which indicates the feature of user distribution with a fixed
size, the geometric center cg(t) of all users in the served unit
g at step t are selected. We choose cg(t) as the state compo-
nent to represent user distribution feature due to the following
corollary.

Corollary 1: Given Pd(t) and the per-user power allocation
mechanism in (16), the lower bound of DC d’s achieved total
throughput at step t can be maximized by hovering above the
geometric center cg(t) of all users in Ud(t).

The detailed proof of Corollary 1 is shown in the Appendix.
According to Corollary 1, given different user distributions,
flying toward cg(t) can always be the optimal action to
maximize the minimal guaranteed total throughput. Since the
purpose of the DEP-TPRA algorithm is to learn the optimal
deterministic action for each state, using cg(t) in state design
can not only simplify the state space but also provide guid-
ance information for the DC’s trajectory planning at each step.
Note that the maximal total throughput at each step t might
not be achieved by hovering above cg(t), cg(t) only provides a
search direction with high probability to find the optimal point
nearby. The exact optimal point maximizing total throughput
is found by the DEP-LTPRA algorithm. Together with the DC
location component zd(t), as well as the remaining energy of
DC within δr, the state for the DEP-TPRA algorithm can be
represented by

sl
d(t) =

[
zd(t), cg(t), el

d(t)
]

(18)

where el
d(t) ∈ [0, Er

δ].
3) Reward Design: The total throughput achieved by the

DC is set as step reward for DEP-TPRA algorithm, together
with a negative reward −wl

pun for states with Er
d(t) = 0

W l(t) =
{∑

u∈Ud(t) cdu(t), el
d(t) �= 0

−wl
pun, el

d(t) = 0.
(19)

The details of the DEP-TPRA algorithm for one DC are shown
in Algorithm 2.

VI. SIMULATIONS

To validate the performance of the proposed HDRLTPRA
scheme, we build a real-world-based simulation scenario as
shown in Fig. 4. The scenario contains all roads in the
campus region of University of Waterloo with a size of
2300 m × 2000 m. Three BSs are included in the scenario,
which are represented by solid circles with their communica-
tion coverage denoted by dotted lines in Fig. 4. The scenario
is divided into 36 units, each hexagon unit is represented by
its circumscribed circle. In the simulation, vehicles are con-
sidered as high-mobility users. We build the scenario in traffic
simulator VISSIM to generate highly authentic vehicle traf-
fic by jointly considering the impacts of traffic signals, driver
behaviors, traffic conditions, etc., [36]. The total TPRA task
period T is set to six h from 9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. Without
loss of generality, we set the GTP step length δr = 15 min,
and one step t length δt = 10 s. The service endurance for

Algorithm 2 DEP-TPRA Algorithm

1: Initialize the replay buffer Ml with size |Ml|.
2: Initialize the actor network �a(sl

d|ϕa) with random param-
eters ϕa, and target actor network �t

a(s
l
d|ϕt

a) with param-
eters ϕt

a = ϕa.
3: Initialize the critic network �c(sl

d, al
d|ϕc) with random

parameters ϕc, and target critic network �t
c(s

l
d, al

d|ϕt
c) with

parameters ϕt
c = ϕc.

4: for each episode do
5: for each step t do
6: Observe current state sl

d(t).
7: Choose al

d(t) = �a(sl
d(t)|ϕa) + N where N is

exploration factor.
8: if take al

d(t) violating (11b), (11c) then
9: Refine the action al

d(t) within the constraints.
10: end if
11: Take al

d(t), obtain reward W l(t) according to
(19), observe next state sl

d(t + 1).
12: Store the transition(

sl
d(t), al

d(t), W l(t), sl
d(t + 1)

)
in Ml.

13: end for
14: Sample a training-batch with Nbat transitions from Ml.
15: Calculate the critic target by:

yt(t) = W l(t) − γ�t
c

(
sl

d(t + 1),�t
a(s

l
d(t + 1)|ϕt

a)
∣∣ϕt

c

)
16: Update critic network parameter ϕc by minimizing

critic loss function:
L(�c) = 1

Nbat

∑
t

[
yt(t) − ϕc

(
sl

d(t), al
d(t)

∣∣ϕc
)]2

.
17: Update actor network parameter ϕa by minimizing

actor loss function:
L(�a) = − 1

Nbat

∑
t ϕc

(
sl

d(t),�a(sl
d(t)|ϕa)

∣∣ϕc
)
.

18: Soft update target networks: ϕt
c = τϕc + (1 − τ)ϕt

c;
ϕt

a = τϕa + (1 − τ)ϕt
a

19: end for

each DC Td is set to 3 h, which is reasonable according to the
existing industry products with 5+ endurance time [37]. We
compare the performance of our HDRLTPRA scheme with the
nonlearning-based baseline scheme in [13]. Detail simulation
parameters are shown in Table I.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the trajectory planning results and
performance of the MARL-GTP algorithm with two and three
DCs, respectively. Each BS is associated by no more than one
DC in both scenarios. Figs. 5(a) and 6(a) plot the GTP results
of the last three episodes out of 30 000 episodes for both sce-
narios, in which the global trajectories of different DCs are
denoted by dashed lines with different colors. Each number x
associated to the units traversed by the trajectories indicates
that the DC is planned to serve the unit at the xth GTP step.
Since the MARL-GTP algorithm has reached convergence, the
trajectory planning results of the last three episodes are iden-
tical in both scenarios. Note that the MARL-GTP algorithm
tends to reduce overlapping between different DCs’ trajecto-
ries. In both scenarios, all DCs are assigned to the associated
BS units at steps 13 and 25 (marked with black color). Given
the 3-h DC service endurance, steps 13 and 25 are exactly
the steps at which the DC battery is used up. This effect
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Fig. 4. Real-world-based simulation scenario.

indicates that the charging behavior is successfully learned
by the MARL-GTP algorithm.

Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) show the convergence performance for
training the MARL-GTP algorithm in both scenarios. We can
observe that all DCs’ episode rewards reach convergence after
25 000 episodes training. The performance comparisons of the
MARL-GTP algorithm and the baseline GTP algorithm in
terms of the average number of served users per GTP step
are shown in Figs. 5(c) and 6(c), with their mean values
denoted by horizontal lines. Note that the MARL-GTP algo-
rithm can serve more users almost at all GTP steps, except
for the few steps before the charging step. This effect is
caused by the punishment reward design in the MARL-GTP
algorithm for learning the charging behavior. In terms of the
average number of served users over time period T , around
20%–25% improvements are achieved by the MARL-GTP
algorithm when compared with the baseline scheme.

Fig. 7 shows the TPRA results and performance of the DEP-
TPRA algorithm in unit 20. The trajectory of the last three
episodes over 20 000 episodes training is shown in Fig. 7(a).
Note that the three trajectories are different in terms of each
step’s action choice, but all have the trend to follow the
variations of vehicular users’ geometric center, as shown in
Fig. 7(a). This phenomenon indicates the DEP-TPRA algo-
rithm’s capability to tracing the weight center of all users for
maximizing total throughput. Fig. 7(b) shows the convergence
performance of the DEP-TPRA algorithm. We can observe
that the mean value of the episode rewards approximates to
240 after 10 000 episodes training. However, each episode
reward still varies between 200 to 250 after their mean value
reaching convergence. This indicates that the DEP-LTPRA
algorithm can successfully approximate a suboptimal long-
term TPRA tread to maximize the accumulative throughput,
but still requires longer training time to converge to an exact
optimal trajectory. The achieved per-user average throughput
at each step (within one episode) of the DEP-TPRA and the
baseline algorithms are shown in Fig. 7(c). Since all users
in the unit are served by the DC at any step, the trajectory

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

TABLE II
CONVERGENCE PERFORMANCE

designed by the nonlearning-based baseline algorithm can con-
verge to one point given the statistic vehicle traffic over the
whole episode [13]. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the TPRA pol-
icy from the DEP-TPRA algorithm achieves higher per-user
average throughput than that of the baseline algorithm at most
steps, and the DEP-TPRA algorithm overhauls the baseline
algorithm by 10% in terms of the achieved mean throughput
over all steps.

Table II compares the convergence time of proposed algo-
rithms with different numbers of DCs. We can note that the
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. GTP of two DCs by MARL-GTP algorithm. (a) Trajectory planning results. (b) Convergence performance. (c) User coverage performance.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. GTP of three DCs by MARL-GTP algorithm. (a) Trajectory planning results. (b) Convergence performance. (c) User coverage performance.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. LTPRA of single DC by the DEP-LTPRA algorithm. (a) Trajectory planning results. (b) DEP-LTPRA algorithm convergence performance.
(c) Throughput performance.

convergence times of both MARL-GTP algorithm and the
DEP-LTPRA algorithm are no more than 30 min given the
server parameters listed in Table I. For the MARL-GTP algo-
rithm, the number of episodes required to converge decreases
as the number of DCs increases. By increasing the number of
drone cells, the number of units associated with each drone
cell decreases since more drone cells are involved in shar-
ing the limited unit hexagons. With fewer units to serve, the
searching space size of each DC is reduced, thereby simplify-
ing the searching process of the algorithm and leading to less
number of episodes required to converge. Although the num-
ber of episodes required to converge decreases significantly as
drone-cell number increases, the reduction on the real running

time of the algorithm is not significant. With more agents
interacting with each other in each step, the running time of
one episode increases, which compensates the reduced total
number of episodes.

By combining the MARL-GTP and DEP-TPRA algorithms,
the performance of the HDRLTPRA scheme in terms of total
throughput at each step over T is shown in Fig. 8. This simula-
tion is conducted in the two DCs scenario. We can observe that
the achieved total throughput is mainly dominated by the num-
ber of served users, which is maximized by the MARL-GTP
algorithm. Compared with the nonlearning-based solution, the
HDRLTPRA scheme can achieve 40% performance promotion
in terms of the accumulative network throughput.
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Fig. 8. Accumulated throughput performance of HDRLTPRA scheme.

Note that the hyperparameters of the proposed algorithms
should be tuned to suit different scenarios when learning the
mobility features of users. For instance, multiple experiments
are conducted to determine the 15-min δr used in simulations,
which can ensure no significant vehicle density vibration in
each unit within any tr. For other highly mobile scenarios
with more dynamic user mobility, δr should be further reduced
to capture the mobility features of the users. Meanwhile,
given the same episode length, the number of total time steps
increases due to the reduced δr. The computing complexity
of the MARL-GTP algorithm, therefore, increases since more
decisions are required for more time steps.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed the HDRLTPRA scheme
for multiple DCs to serve high-mobility users over the large
area. Based on the hierarchical DRL framework, we have
decoupled the multi-DC TPRA problem into two hierarchi-
cal subproblems to address the high environment complexity.
For the higher level multi-DC GTP subproblem, the MARL-
GTP algorithm has been proposed, in which the MARL
and multiagent fingerprint techniques are applied to promote
convergence in the complex environment. Given the GTP
results generated by the MARL-GTP algorithm, the DEP-
LTPRA algorithm for lower level LTPRA subproblem has been
designed to adapt DC movement and allocate transmit power
according to the real-time user distributions. Simulations based
on real-world vehicular user traffic show that the HDRLTPRA
scheme can enhance the total network throughput by 40%
when compared with the nonlearning-based TPRA scheme.
The hierarchical DRL-based approach of this work may be
used by the DA-RAN operators to deal with highly dynamic
and uncertain scenarios. The proposed HDRLTPRA scheme
can be implemented to design the TPRA strategies for multiple
DCs in highly mobile networks. For future works, fine-grained
multitype resource allocation in the HDRLTPRA scheme, and
the integration of the HDRLTPRA scheme with satellite-based
access networks will be investigated.

APPENDIX

According to the power allocation mechanism (16) for each
user u ∈ Ud(t), the achieved total throughput for DC d is

Cd(t) =
Ud(t)∑

u

bU log2

[
1 + Pd(t)βdu(t)∑Ud(t)

u βdu(t)
× β−1

du (t)

σ0bU

]

=
Ud(t)∑

u

bU log2

[
1 + Pd(t)

σ0bU
∑

u∈Ud(t) βdu(t)

]
. (20)

For each step t, given Pd(t), σ0bU , bU , hd(t) = hopt
d (t)

as constants, the maximal Cd(t) is achieved by minimizing∑
u∈Ud(t) βdu(t), where

βdu(t) = 10
PL

du(rdu(t),hd(t))
10

=
(

4π fc
c

)2(
hd(t)

2 + rdu(t)
2
)

× 10
Prlosηlos+(1−Prlos)ηnlos

10 .

(21)

According to (2), it is easy to prove that the component βlos =
10[(Prlosηlos+(1−Prlos)ηnlos)/10] is a monotonic increasing function
of D2U horizontal distance rdu(t). Given the system model,
the maximal D2U horizontal distance can be the diameter of
one unit’s circumscribed circle 2 × Rd, which maximizes the
max(βlos) = βmax

los . By applying the maximal βlos to all users’
path-loss calculation, the upper bound of all users’ path-loss
summation at step t is calculated by

UB

⎛
⎝Ud(t)∑

u

βdu(t)

⎞
⎠ = C

Ud(t)∑
u

(
hopt

d (t)
2 + rdu(t)

2
)

= C
Ud(t)∑

u

rdu(t)
2 + C|Ud(t)|hopt

d (t)
2

(22)

where C = βmax
los (16π2f 2

c /c2). Since the second component

in (22) C|Ud(t)|hopt
d (t)

2
is constant, the minimal upper bound

can be calculated by minimizing
∑Ud(t)

u rdu(t)2, which is
achieved by the geometric center of all users. Note that the
achieved total throughput Cd(t) is lower bounded by using the
upper bound defined in (22), therefore, we have proven that
the lower bound of achieved total throughput Cd(t) of DC d at
step t can be maximized when the DC hovering above cg(t).
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